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Abstract. The catchment delineation from DEM is a prerequisite for calculation of urban rainfall runoff and 

con-centration. Direct delineation watersheds from traditional method in urban result in significant departures 

from reality. An improved watershed algorithm based on Rural Infrastructure Digital Elevation Model was 

proposed, for the problems traditional methods encountered. This method took rainwater grates and drainage 

pipes as inlets to delineate watersheds by integrating factors (i.e. roads, buildings and rivers) which affected 

rainfall runoff into DEM, and a case study was carried out in a selected area of Kunming. The predicted time 

series match well with the monitored, which can provide more reliable predictions for Storm Water 

Management Model (SWMM). The results prove that the result accuracy is better than existing methods. The 

results can provide valuable reference for planning, design and optimized analysis of rainwater pipe network. 

Keywords: digital elevation model, rain grate, catchments basin, rural infrastructure digital elevation model, 

storm water management modle1. 

1. Introduction  

A catchment area is a hydrological unit where precipitations that fall into this area. The raster-based 

algorithms, which usually use DEM in their approach, are very common in automated catchment area 

delineation [1]-[7]. D8 algorithm is commonly used to extract catchment areas based on DEM [8, 9]. However, 

error (such as parallel drainages) often occurred when direction of runoff and hydrological information are 

directly extracted by D8 algorithm in the plain area such in urban areas. This leads to great difference between 

extracted catchment boundaries and the reality [10], [11]. Many scholars at home and abroad have carried out 

research and improvement to this problem, and propose multiple flow direction algorithm, Burn in algorithm 

and DRLN algorithm [12], [13]. These improved algorithms and models have better applicability in the plain 

areas with less influence of human activities and they improve the accuracy of catchment areas. However, in 

the plain area of rapid urbanization, these improved algorithms and models cannot obtain satisfactory 

catchment boundaries. In addition to plain terrain, human activities (road construction, density buildings, 

drainage ditches, etc.) will influence boundary of catchment path and catchment area [14], [15]. 

However, the deficiency of many hydrological and water quality models is their inability to account for the 

effects of terrain on flow processes. Linear landscape feature (tillage, roads, ditches, and rivers) can 

significantly affect the hydrological geomorphological processes within a watershed. However, mostly 

hydrological models continue to rely solely on regional digital models to derive overland flow directions even 

through DEM. Duke [14] introduces a methodology that improves the accuracy of grid-based overland flow 

routing through the use of ancillary roads, ditch, and culvert data. 

Moreover, human activities (i.e. roads and streams, buildings, some ponds and pipe systems) also can 

significantly affect the hydrological geomorphological processes in urban. In this paper, to downscale the 
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DEM and extract drainage structures and watershed boundaries with improved accuracy a new method is 

proposed based on the rural infrastructure DEM is able to incorporate ancillary data and take into 

consideration of anthropogenic land cover features (i.e. roads and streams, buildings, rainwater grates and 

pipe systems) that influence drainage patterns. 

2. Catchment Division Algorithms 

Urban drainage network system mainly has two components: the drainage pipe and pipe nodes such as rain 

grates, manholes, outlets and pumping stations. Drainage network consists of rain grate, inspection well, water 

outlet and rainwater pipes (shown as Fig.1). After the process of surface run-off, rainwater flows into the 

drainage system through grates and finally into rivers and lakes. The surface area whose rainwater flows into 

the same grate is this grate’s corresponding catchment. 

 

Rain Grate  Inspection Well Water Outlet Rainwater Pipe
 

Fig. 1: Drainage network. 

 

Terrain feature shows the surface height variation and therefore is usually regarded as the most important 

factor that determines the hydrologic analysis result. Regular-grid DEM, as a digital simulation mean of 

terrain feature, is always utilized to extract catchment information. 

However, DEM only represents elevation information of urban surface. Different types of land use/land 

coverage can have big influence on the analysis of flow direction and accumulation route. For example, flow 

route may be blocked by buildings and change direction accordingly. Another case is that buildings are likely 

to be equipped with vertical drains, from which rain that falls on the roof will drain off. 

As for urban region with sophisticated drainage network, the catchment division relies on not only the 

elevation and land use type, but also the location of Inlets. Inlets such as rain grates and vertical drains will 

impact run-off direction. Thus, by splitting and weakening stream, inlets change the run-off path and 

catchment area. 

The main idea of this algorithm is to overlay DEM with features, such as roads, lakes and buildings, which 

influence run-off direction and flow route. Thus the integrated DEM can reflect a more accurate terrain. 

Subsequently the operation of filling DEM depression is executed. Considering grates and vertical drains as 

catchment inlets, we find out all the raster cells corresponding to every catchment inlet with the breadth-first 

search algorithm. Catchments are finally divided according to different raster cell areas. 

Before catchment division, the land use type data and urban drainage network data should be processed. 

The original vector-formatted land use data, which displays in polygons, is converted to raster data that has the 

same coordinates and resolution with DEM for a better use. After converting we get a raster matrix, which 

stores land use type code. Information of grates and vertical drains are given with geographical coordinate 

format, which should be converted and calculated into row and column numbers obedient to DEM: 

[( / )]

[( / )]

R x xcorner d

L y ycorner d
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where, R as the raster of row number;L as the raster of column number;x as the inlet coordinate of X; y as the 

inlet coordinate of Y;xcorner as the lower-left corner coordinate of X;ycorner as the lower-left corner 

coordinate of Y;d as DEM resolution or cell length;[] as the rounded calculation. 

The algorithm of calculating grate catchment can be summarized as following (in Fig.2): 

(1) Grates are successively numbered and stored in a list. Then a queue (marked as A) is created to store 

catchment borders and a two-dimension array (marked as B), which has the same row and column numbers 

with DEM, is created with -1 as default value to record whether DEM cell has been divided. 

(2) Subsequently, a grate is selected as seed point and stored in queue A. The grate number is set as value 

of the grate’s corresponding cell in array B. 

(3)Seed point is picked and excluded from queue A. Then the values in array B of the seed’s eight 

neighbourhood cells are judged in turn. If the value doesn’t equal to -1, which means that this cell has already 

belonged to another catchment, the process will move on to the next neighbourhood cell. If the value equals to 

-1, which means that this cell belongs to no catchment yet, further judgment based on land use type is carried: 

if the land use type of the raster is a river or building one, the process will move on to the next neighbourhood 

cell; otherwise, the flow direction of the cell is calculated to see whether pointing to the seed. If true, the cell is 

added into queue A and value of this cell in array B is set equal to the grate number, indicating this cell belongs 

to catchment of the grate (also seed point). 

(4)After the eight neighbourhood process, every point stored in queue A is picked as seed point 

successively and step (3) is executed. The iteration of catchment corresponding to one grate is finished when 

there are no points in queue A. The catchment result is displayed in array B with cells which have the same 

value with grate number. 

(5)Iteration of calculating catchment area for each grate is carried out by repeating step (1)-(4). Array B 

stores the catchment division result, in which catchments corresponding to grates are identified by cells 

values. 

Whether the rain grate 
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Take out a rain gate as a 

seed

Encode rain gates and storage to list,create a 

queue of catchment boundary,And create two-

dimensional array as B to record grid been 
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Finish
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gate code
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Whether the border queue 
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Fig. 2: Flow chart of rain grate catchment delineation. 
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The catchment division algorithm of vertical drains is basically the same with that of grates. The only 

difference lies in step (3) when judging the values of eight neighbourhood cells: if the cell is a building-roof 

type and value in array B doesn’t equal to -1, which means the cell has already belonged to another catchment, 

the process will move on to the next neighbourhood cell; if the cell is a building-roof type and value in array B 

equals to -1, which means that this cell belongs to no catchment yet, the cell will be added into queue A and 

value of this cell in array B is set equal to the vertical drain number. The catchment division result in array B is 

identified with different vertical drain values. 

After the two processes mentioned above, the ground raster and roof raster with vertical drains have been 

aggregated into catchments, leaving roof raster without vertical drains to be further dealt with. 

Rainwater that falls on the roof without vertical drains will gather on the roof, flow onto the ground and 

finally into grates or rivers and lakes. The roof raster with the case of flowing into grates should be updated 

into corresponding grate catchment: 

(1)Traverse array B and find out cells with value of -1, which means they haven’t been divided into any 

catchment yet. For each cell, the elevation value is obtained based on DEM data to judge whether it is a roof 

type or not. If being a roof type, the cell is regarded as the beginning point to find out the whole roof area with 

seed diffusion method. 

(2)Search for the border raster that contains the roof area. When the roof area stretches across more than 

one catchment, it is allocated to the catchment containing the majority cells. 

The catchment division is here to complete. The result is stored in array B and catchments are represented 

by different cell values. 

3. Experiment and Analysis 

In order to verify the accuracy and practicability the new algorithm proposed in this paper, C# 

programming and ArcGIS Engine are used. Take the case of an artificial village in Kunming, as an example, 

experimental data including DEM, land use types and the drainage pipe network data. This study area covers 

12.43 square kilometers, with an average slope of 2.93%, 36.20% building area, 11.12% green area, 43.93% 

roads, 0.56% rivers system, and the rest 8.18% is other land use. The impervious area is about 80.13%, and the 

population is about 3.2×104. 

 

(a)                                                                 (b) 

 

(b)                                                                  (d) 

Fig. 3: Catchment delineation during the different refined processes:(a) Vegetation distribution;(b) Considering the effect of pipes ;(c) 

Considering the effect of buildings and pipes;(d) Final results. 
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3.1. The experimental results and discussion 

As shown in Fig.3, the results of catchment delineation during the different phase by overlaying and 

dissolving different impact factors are given. Fig.3(a) shows the dispersion of vegetation of this study area, 

which includes greenbelts, roads, buildings, drainage pipes system, etc. In Fig.3(b),(c) and (d) , the continuous 

different color is the catchment area, and each catchment area contains a rain grate or drainage pipe. There is 

a one-to-one match between catchment and rain gate or drainage pipe, which means the rain falling in this area 

will gather in this region. The rain flows to the rivers and lakes may participate in the catchment delineation, 

which can be avoided by overlaying the river system information (Fig.3(c)). In Fig.3(d) by overlaying DEM 

with the buildings data, the rain fell into the ground will be no longer crossing the building as shown in Fig.3(c) 

any more, but the rain will go along the minimum slope to the rain grate, which is accordance with the actual 

case. After overlaying the factors of roads, buildings, drainage system, etc. in turn, the catchment extracted 

from the elaborate DEM is accordance closer with the actual rain gathering, which is mainly due to the 

increased information to DEM, the more information given, the better DEM reflecting earth's surface. 

3.2. Compared with D8 algorithm 

Fig. 4 shows the different results between D8 algorithm and the algorithm proposed in this paper. The 

Watershed result given in Fig.4(a) is delineated by D8 algorithm ignoring the impact of buildings, pipe 

network and drainage pipes system to the rainfall runoff. In Fig.4(a), the catchment has crossed buildings and 

rivers, which is accordance with the actual case. The catchment delineation by the algorithm proposed in this 

paper is shown in Fig. 4(b), the algorithm not only considering the effect of drainage system, ditches, 

greenbelts, buildings on the flow direction to avoid the phenomenon of catchment area crossing the buildings, 

but also considering the convergence effect of rain grates and pipes. 

  
(a) (b) 

Fig. 4: Comparison of watersheds delineation based on D8 and RIDEM:(a) D8 results;(b) The results of our method in this 

paper. 
 

This paper simulates the rainfall occurred at August 10, 2010 (for 4 h with a total rainfall 12.4mm) by the 

built SWMM. Fig.5 shows the comparison between the simulation results and the outlet monitoring data in the 

research area. 

 
Fig. 5: Comparison between simulation results and monitoring data. 

 

As Shown in Fig. 4, the result using D8 algorithm and unelaborate DEM is different from the monitoring 

data, while the simulated results using method in this paper can fit the monitoring data very well. 
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Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency coefficient is used to evaluate the coincidence between simulation data curve and 

the actual monitoring data, as shown in Eq. 2: 
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where, NS  as the efficiency coefficient; simQ as the simulation values at   moment, m³/s; obs

iQ  as the 

observation values at moment, m³/s; avQ as the average of the observation data, m³/s. 

The closer Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency is to 1, the higher coincidence between the simulation results and 

monitoring data. In the process of model validation, it is generally believed that if Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency 

coefficient is greater than 0.7, the forecasting time series prediction and the monitoring time series achieve a 

very good match. In the experiment, Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency coefficient of the method is 0.83, which means 

that it has a higher reliability and accuracy to model urban drainage using the catchment area delineated by the 

method proposed in the paper. 

4. Summary and Future Works 

From the above-mentioned content, the grates and drainage pipes as inlets to delineate watersheds, results 

are fitted well with monitoring data in SWMM.This method improved the accuracy of urban runoff models, 

and can be used to analysis runoff, pipe load and optimization of pipe network. Future research will follow the 

methodology outlined in this paper for large-scale areas and other areas. The proposed methods do not take 

drainage pipes flow factors into account, such as congestion leading to changes of catchment area. Based on 

the runoff drainage pipe network optimization can be as future research fields. 
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